GEPIS--quantitative gene expression profiling in normal and cancer tissues.
Expression profiling in diverse tissues is fundamental to understanding gene function as well as therapeutic target identification. The vast collection of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) and the associated tissue source information provides an attractive opportunity for studying gene expression. To facilitate EST-based expression analysis, we developed GEPIS (gene expression profiling in silico), a tool that integrates EST and tissue source information to compute gene expression patterns in a large panel of normal and tumor samples. We found EST-based expression patterns to be consistent with published papers as well as our own experimental results. We also built a GEPIS Regional Atlas that depicts expression characteristics of all genes in a selected genomic region. This program can be adapted for large-scale screening for genes with desirable expression patterns, as illustrated by our large-scale mining for tissue- and tumor-specific genes. The email server version of the GEPIS application is freely available at http://share.gene.com/share/gepis. An interactive version of GEPIS will soon be freely available at http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/Research/genentech/gepis/. The source code, modules, data and gene lists can be downloaded at http://share.gene.com/share/gepis.